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Abstract 

Reykjanes Ridge (RR) extends to the south-west from Iceland where it meets the long 

extending Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR). What makes RR unique among MARs is its V-shape, 

which has been linked to variations in magma productivity in the mantle anomaly beneath 

Iceland. Series of expeditions over the last two decades set out to map and explore the key 

surface features of the RR have improved our understanding of its geodynamics. A cruise in 

the summer of 2018 had the principal goal of finding and studying geothermal areas. In that 

cruise geothermal area around Steinahóll was mapped along with deeper parts of the ridge. 

This latest cruise collected large volumes of new data that has yet to be fully utilized. The 

principal aim of this MSc project is to process this data and, through analysis, identify key 

geological surface features that typify the area between 62.2° N and 63.3°N. A secondary 

objective is to compare this new data with existing data sets in order to evaluate whether any 

changes related to volcanism, tectonism or other geological processes can be detected in this 

area on the timescale of the observations. In order to answer these questions, I use the multi 

beam measurements to map the extent and form/shape of geological features and then use 

this data along with digital elevation models to compare it with existing data sets. 

Útdráttur 

Reykjaneshryggur teygir sig frá suðvestri meðfram hafsbotninum frá Íslandi þar sem hann 

mætir hinum langa Atlandshafshrygg. Það sem gerir Reykjneshrygginn svona sértakan er 

sem dæmi lögun hans sem rakin til sveiflum í kviku framleiðslu í mötlinum undir honum. 

Síðustu tvo áratugi hafa fjölmargir leiðangrar lagt upp í að kortleggja og rannsaka hrygginn 

of hefur það leitt til betri skilings á jarðfræði fjölbreytileika hans. Sumarið 2018 fór leiðangur 

frá Íslandi með því megin markmiði að finna og kortleggja neðansjávar jarðvarmasvæði. Í 

þeim leiðangri fannst eitt svæði í kringum Steinahóll og var að það kortlagt í mjög hárri 

upplausn ásamt örðum hluta Reykjaneshryggjarins. Fjölmörgum gögnum var safnað í 

þessum leiðangri og er tilgangur þessara verkefnis meðal annars að nota þau gögn til 

rannsóknar jarðfærðilegum fyrirbærum sem finnast á svæðinu milli 62.2°N og 63.3°N.               

Einnig er tilgangur verkefnis að bera þessu nýju gögn saman við eldri til að meta hvort 

einhverjar breytingar hafi átt sér stað í tenglsum við flekaskil, eða önnur jarðfærðileg ferli 

milli mælinga. Nýrri gögn úr fjölgeilsa kortlagningu verða borin saman við eldri til með að 

bera saman hæðarlíkön.     
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1 Introduction 

It is often said that we know more about the surface of Mars and the Moon than we do about 

our own planet. Even though the worlds seem shrinking and the maps fill, out there is still 

one place which we can still call the last frontier of earth exploration. About 71% of the earth 

is still relatively poorly explored in any details that is the sea floor. For thousands of years, 

sailors and explorers sailed across the sea to travel or explore new lands not knowing what 

laid beneath. How is it that we know more about distant planets than our own? Maybe space 

may sound more exciting but understanding our own planet is not of any less importance, if 

not more. The ocean floor is a large and complex system scared by volcano-tectonic powers. 

It is the birthplace of new curst where the tectonic plates are pulled apart. But also the 

graveyard for old oceanic crust where it is pushed under continental crust at convergent plate 

boundaries, sinking and melting in the mantle thus closing its life cycle.  

The Mid Atlantic Ridge (MAR) is one of the best studied slow spreading ridge. It’s along 

extending mountain change along the seafloor of the Atlantic, scared by tectonic faults. The 

study area is part of the Reykjanes Ridge (RR), an extension of the Mid Atlantic Ridge. What 

makes RR particularly interesting is its connection to the Icelandic hot spot. RR has a very 

distinguish V-shape, derived from its hot spot connection, also contains hydrothermal 

systems and the central volcano Njörður. Overall RR is a very interesting place to study it’s 

shows signs of great activity and yet not much is known about how frequently they occur.    

A cruise in the summer of 2018 had the principal goal of finding and studying and mapping 

geothermal areas. In that cruise geothermal area around Steinahóll was mapped along with 

deeper parts of the ridge. This latest cruise collected large volumes of new data that has yet 

to be fully utilized. The principal aim of this MSc project is to process part this data and, 

through analysis, identify key geological surface features that typify the area between 62.2° 

N and 63.3°N and map them.  

Secondary objective is to compare this new data with existing data sets in order to evaluate 

whether any changes related to volcanism, tectonism or other geological processes can be 

detected in this area on the timescale of the observations 

Using these data sets, the objective of the paper is to: 

1. Produce a bathymetry map for data acquired from the 2018 cruise and MFRI 

2. Map geological features   

3. See if any changes have occurred in the 12 years between the data acquisition    

cruises. 
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2 Background 

In this chapter we will go over some fundamental facts about Ocean exploration, ocean 

tectonics and geology. And we look at it in relation to the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) and 

Reykjanes Ridge (RR) 

2.1 Exploring the sea floor 

The oceans have always had this strange mystery, one can stare for hours at the sea and still 

not be able to grasp what lays beneath, at the other end, or the mystery’s it holds. Luckily 

the humans are a curios species and in the 19th century explorers started to map out the 

seafloor using long ropes with lead weight at the end. By knowing the length of the rope 

when it hit the seafloor an idea of the depth was gained. Using this method Matthew Fontaine 

Maury measured the depth in the Atlantic Ocean, while working on research in relation to 

the Gulf Stream. From these measurements the first bathymetric map (Figure 1.1 A) was 

created and published in 1853 (Dierssen & Theberge. 2014). This is a primitive and a time 

consuming way to map the seafloor and not very accurate. But still this method leads to some 

great discovery’s in 1877 Wyville Thomson mapped the full extent of the Mid Atlantic Ridge 

(Figure 1.1 B) in an expedition on the HMS Challenger (Dierssen & Theberge. 2014). HMS 

Challenger was active in sea floor mapping and the generation of the first bathymetric map 

of the Pacific Ocean, created by Augustus Petermann on board the Challenger in 1877 

(Dierssen & Theberge. 2014).   

Lord Kelvin designed at device known as piano wire sounding machine (Brooks, 1985). This 

device used very thin wire instead of rope thus reducing the drag which caused inaccuracy 

with the rope method (Brooks, 1985). When the weight hit the bottom the wire drum stopped 

and the weight snapped off and the wire was manually reeled inn and depth calculated by 

how many turns it took to reel in the entire wire (Brooks, 1985). Kelvins method was used 

to map the sea floor for most of the 19th century (Dierssen & Theberge. 2014).          

            

In the early 20th century inventors started to work with sound, to help with navigation and 

increase safety of sailing (Dierssen & Theberge. 2014). During test in 1914 soundwaves 

were used to detect icebergs, the return signal showed that this was possible, but there was 

an additional reflection signal, from the seafloor (Dierssen & Theberge. 2014). This 

technology revolutionized sea floor mapping and in the following years this technology gave 

birth to the echo sounder. 
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Figure 2.1. Development of the bathymetric map. (A) The first bathymetric map from Matthew 

Fontaine Maury. (B)The Challenger map was the first to show the extent of the Mid- Atlantic Ridge. 

(C) One of the early echo sounding bathymetric maps. (D) The iconic Berann illustration of the Mid- 
Atlantic Ridge based on maps from Heezen and Tharp. Figure from (Dierssen & Theberge. 2014).        

Trough out the 20th century this technology has developed rapidly constantly bringing out 

better image of the seafloor (Figure 1.1 C and D). Today it’s even possible to get a rough 

image of the ocean floor from space by satellites. Even though the results are not as good as 

echo sounding it has given great information on the general topography of the ocean floor. 

As the technology develops, resolution gets better and smaller details can be detected. 

Meaning older measurements are constantly getting outdated.  

Even though many milestones have been set in sea floor mapping and today we have a 

general idea of the topography, there is still a lot left to explore. As the see floor gets reviled 

in more detail, need for interpretation of what we are observing becomes greater. Better 

knowledge increases our understanding of the planet Earth.  
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2.2 Continental drift 

Planet Earth is very much alive. Tough everything may seem stable and stationary, it’s 

moving. Earth’s surface has like a puzzle been restacked throughout its history, image taken 

from space after 100 million years will show Earth’s surface in different light from what we 

know today. In 1570 man named Abraham Ortellus published the first modern atlas. He 

noticed how the landmass of South America matched like a puzzle to Africa. From that day 

many scientists tried to find the solution to this puzzle, but that turned out to be complicated 

(Romm, 1994).      

In 1912 Alfred Wegener advocated his theory of continental drift and that once all the 

landmass was combined in single supercontinent, Pangea. Wegener’s theory was good but 

accepted right away. Wegener’s theory explained that continents moved, but not why. The 

time after Wegener’s theory is best described as a snowball effect. Scientist mostly disputed 

Wegener’s theory some supported it, many scientific breakthroughs lead from this. A 

scientist named Arthur Holmes challenged Wegener’s theory. Holmes proposed a radicle 

idea, that large convection belts were transporting hot magma from deep within the Earth to 

the surface. As a response to this convection flow, continents might be broken apart and 

parts of it carried away. (Marshak, 2012).   

In 1960 Harry Hess proposed his theory that new see floor forms where the continents drift 

apart, what Robert Diaz would describe as sea floor spreading. Hess was also among others 

that came forth with the idea that when sea floor crust meats continental crust, the sea floor 

crust gets pushed under and sinks, what we call subduction (Marshak, 2012). At a similar 

time, a woman named Marie Tharp was working with B.C. Heezen. Working for Heezen, 

Maria realized when she was mapping data collected in the Atlantic Ocean, that along the 

MAR was a rift valley which they describe in a paper published in 1965 (Heezen & Tharp, 

1965)      

A man named John Tuzo Wilson proposed the idea of the tectonic life cycle (Fig 2.1), better 

known as Wilson cycle. It begins with splitting of stable craton, likely caused by rising 

mantle plume. As the splitting continues a graben starts to form. As time and separation 

moves on the crust gets thinner, until a new oceanic lithosphere forms. The continental 

lithosphere continues to move apart, giving way for new oceanic lithosphere. The new 

oceanic lithosphere is hot and pushed up by the hot matnle underneath, but cools as it is 

pushed away from the oceanic ridge, which leads to formation of a new mid ocean ridge and 

deep sea plains flanking either site. When the oceanic lithosphere meets old rugged 

continental lithosphere its squeezes under it, sinking into the mantle. The final stage of the 

cycle begins when two continental lithospheres start to close in on each other, until they 

collide then begins the formation of fold mountains. (Meschede, 2014)  
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Figure 2.2 A diagram of the Wilson and its evolution (Meschede, 2014). 
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2.3 Mid ocean ridges 

The mid ocean ridge (MOR), when looked as whole forms the longest mountain chain in our 

solar system, around 70.000 km (Mcdonald, 2001). The MOR is split up into few ridge 

segments, including Mid Atlantic Ridge, Southwest Indian Ridge, Central Indian Ridge, 

Southeast Indian Ridge, Pacific Antarctic Ridge and East Pacific Ridge.  

Each of these ridge segmentations have variable spreading rates, from slow spread (10 – 40 

mm/year) to fast spreading (> 90 mm/year). Slow spreading ridges form rift valleys flanking 

the axis, while fast spreading form topographical highs Fig 2.2.      

 

Magma supply is another variable between MOR. High rate of magma supply can for 

example create topographical highs on slow moving ridges, examples for that is the 

Reykjanes Ridge (RR). The magma supply rate also determines whether intermediate ridges 

Fig 2.2 from axial valleys or topographical highs. Further away from the axis, the ocean 

deepens down the hill of ridge forming the deep sea plains. The depth of these plains deepens 

on average from about 2006 m at the spreading centers to >5000 m further away from the 

ridge flanks (Mcdonald, 2001). We don’t know much about eruption frequency on slow 

spreading ridges, based on observations estimation, fast spreading ridges erupt every 5 – 100 

years while slow spreading ridges erupt approximately every 5000 – 10000 years (Mcdonald, 

2001).   

 

 

Figure 2.3 Difference in topology between slow and fast moving ridges (Mcdonald, 2001). 
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2.4 Geology of Mid Ocean Ridges 

2.4.1 Lava flows 

A study done by Kennish and Lutz (1998) describe characteristics of lava flows that form 

on the ocean floor around the mid ocean ridge systems. These types of lava morphology are 

pillows and variable morphology’s of sheet flows. Effusion rate seems to determine the lava 

morphology as higher effusion rate favours sheet flows formation and lower effusion rate 

pillow formation. In early stages of a fissure eruption sheet flow tend to be predominate and 

flow into topography lows. As lava delivery decreases and channelization increases, pillow 

start to form (Kennish and Lutz in 1998). Sheet flow has a few categories depending on the 

morphology but they have in common is smooth surface. Lobate sheet lava flows are similar 

to flattened pillow lava (Kennish and Lutz in 1998). Lobate sheet lack, however, the surface 

elements of pillows like bread crust structure, striations and expansion cracks (Kennish and 

Lutz in 1998). Lobate can therefore be distinguished from pillows of its smooth surface and 

also the internal layering that forms parallel to the surface (Kennish and Lutz in 1998). Sheet 

flows are categorized based on their deformation on the surface such as Ropy sheets flows 

are characterized by the surface deformation, the surface folds as the flow moves forward 

forming these long, linear surface features (Kennish and Lutz in 1998). Rippled sheets have 

surface features close to Ropy but the surface folds are denser with less space between them 

forming ripples. Surface features of curtain folded sheets less folded and more wrinkled and 

whorly sheets forms folded surface in circular pattern (Kennish and Lutz in 1998).   

Pillow lava is very common on the ocean floor, in fact likely the most abundant lava type 

morphology on earth (Walker 1992). Pillows are quite easy to distinguish, surface is 

unsmooth build-up of solid and tubes almost like solicited bubbles. Walker mentions in his 

paper 4 growth mechanisms for pillows and these are:  

1. Uniform stretching, where the chilled skin stretches to accommodate lava injection                           

2. Localised stretching happens where the chilled skin ruptures and new stretching skin 

forms inside the rupture. 

3. Symmetrical spreading, chilled skin ruptures leading to symmetrical spreading and 

formation of new skin between the rupture edges.                                                                                

4. Toothpaste like extrusion, like squeezing tube of toothpaste the lava extrudes bodily 

from earlier formed pillow and new skin forms by asymmetric spreading   

(Walker 1992).   

 

Smoot pillow surface is generated from the first two mechanisms since the surface is 

unbroken (Walker 1992). Pillows on the smaller scale of the size spectrum are mainly 

generated by the first two mechanisms. (Walker 1992) Other two processes by thinning and 

stretching of the skin and thickening by cooling (Walker 1992). These mechanisms can 

generate larger pillows and the growth can continue as long as the rate thickening of does 

not exceed the rate of thinning.   
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2.4.2 Seamounts 

Barone and Ryan (1990) explained these flat top formations. Madge and Smith (1995) 

envisioned maximum height of seamounts to be controlled by magma pressure, volume and 

volatile contents. If there is enough magma supply for it to reach the summit after maximum 

height is reached then it will flow outward creating the flat top smooth seamount (Madge 

and Smith 1995). The term smooth seamount refers to well-formed seamount with smooth 

hillsides. Hummocky seamounts are another type mountain on the ocean floor. The 

difference between the smooth and hummocky seamount is that the hummocky has rougher 

surface and they have bigger area and lower height (Madge and Smith 1995).  Majority of 

hummocky seamounts recorded in Madge and Smith study don’t reach height above 130 m 

while the smooth seamounts don’t reach above about 270 m (Madge and Smith 1995). The 

decisive factor in morphology control are for example physical parameters like eruptive 

temperature, the density and viscosity of the lava. With higher eruption temperatures and 

lower viscosity the eruption is more likely to form smoother surface textures (Madge and 

Smith 1995). 

2.4.3 Faults 

Faults are a key geological feature on rifting ridges. One of the first indication of divergent 

plate boundaries are faults, as the lithosphere separates, it faults trough processes like 

fissuring and normal faulting (Mcdonald, 2001). On slow spreading ridges, normal faulting 

can occur on the axis or close to it. This is the process that creates grabens on slow spreading 

ridges (Mcdonald, 2001). On fast spreading ridges where the fault planes are more inclined 

than on slow spreading ridges, normal faults are not as common. About ± 2km from the axis 

the lithosphere of fast spreading ridges is likely to be weak to form normal faulting 

(Mcdonald, 2001). Faulting is mainly present within ± 20 – 40 km from the axis, spread rate 

does not affect that. Spreading rate however affects whether normal faults, present inward- 

or outward dipping. On slow spreading ridges, majority of normal faults dips inward towards 

the axis. K.C. Mcdonald describes in his paper from 2001 that there is a monotonic increase 

in outward dipping normal faults in relation to spreading rate. On very fast spreading ridges, 

inward- and outward dipping normal faults seem to be equally frequent.           

2.4.4 Axial Volcanic Ridges 

Axial Volcanic Ridge (AVR) are ridges that from trough a fissure eruption within the fault 

scraps of the rift valley (Head, Wilson & Smith, 1996). In these fissure eruptions individual 

structures form, building the AVR.   

Head, Wilson and Smith describe in their paper from 1996, 5 of these architectural elements. 

The AVRs are build up by hummocky lava flows and mountains. Hummocky ridges that can 

be distinguished as a ridge of individual mounds of similar sizes, beaded row of small mounts 

and smother linear ridges where individual mounts are poorly distinguished. Smooth circular 

seamounts including flat top mountains. Smooth lava flows that flow into topographic lows 

in between the features. And last Linear features, scraps and grabens that occur linear to the 

AVRs strike. 
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2.4.5 Hydrothermal systems 

Hydrothermal systems are common on rift axis, these systems are important in our planet 

mechanisms such as planetary cooling, balance of geochemical and provide posits of 

minerals supporting unique biodiversity (Plagan 2017). Studies imply that these high 

temperatures hydrothermal vents are confined to the ridge axis can be expected about every 

100 km (Plagan 2017). Hydrothermal systems are more common on fasts spreading ridge 

centres, than slow. Fast spreading ridges are magma rich and the hydrothermal system is 

controlled by dikes (Mcdonald, 2001). Slow spreading ridges are not as rich in magma and 

therefore depend on seawater that seeps through faults (Mcdonald, 2001).   
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2.5 Mid Atlantic Ridge  

The Mid Atlantic Ridge (MAR) is a long divergent ridge, about 16.000 km it lays from the 

Bouvet Triple Junction and extends all the way up to the Artic Sea were it meets the Gakkel 

ridge (Sweeney, Weber & Blasco, 1982). Along the way up the Atlantic Ocean the MAR 

divides 4 main tectonic plates apart. In the south the South American plate and African plate 

and in the north the North American plate and Eurasian plate.  

MAR is a slow spreading ridge with a spread rate around 2.8 cm/year (Pitman & Talwani, 

1972). Being a slow spreading ridge the MAR features axial valleys along the axis these 

valleys can be around 30 - 45 km wide and 1 – 2 km deep (Smith & Cann, 1993). Beyond 

the rift sections are abyssal plains reaching depths of 5000 km (Marshak, 2012).     

Inward dipping normal faults form along the MAR they are common on the edges of a rift 

valley, forming the abyssal hills.  The MAR is buildup of many sections see Fig, these can 

be few km up to 100 km in length. These sections are broken up and moved vertically a side 

by transform faults. Studies have also shown that detachments faults appear to be more 

common on MAR than previously studies have shown (Shaw & Lin, 1993, Macdonald, 

2001, Smith, Cann & Escartín, 2006, Cannat et al, 1995, C.J. MacLeod et al, 2014).  

Little is known about the eruption frequency on the MAR, it is a slow spreading ridge and 

therefore like the chapter above mentioned, eruption frequency is not high. Possibly the best 

evident for recent eruption can be found on the RR (Höskuldson, et al, 2007)      

Hydrothermal areas can be found along MAR, these systems are more commonly found 

between in the southern parts of ridge than further north. Hydrothermal areas can range from 

low heat to black smokers. Tectonic activities may play a large role in distribution of 

hydrothermal systems (German et al, 1996, German & Parson, 1998, Kelley et al, 2001). 
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Figure 2.4 Bathymetric map of the MAR (NOAA). 
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2.6 Reykjanes Ridge 

The Reykjanes Ridge (RR) takes its name from the peninsula that it takes land on. It extends 

from Iceland for about 900 km to the south when it joins the Bight transform fault (BTF) 

(Fig 2.4). At the junction of BTF a 15 km left displacement occurs of the MAR axis 

(Höskuldsson, 2006). The BTF is also a changing point in the MAR plate boundary, being 

orthogonal in the south and oblique along the RR. The obliquity of RR makes it stand out 

from other spreading ridges (Höskuldsson, 2006). Spreading within the RR is orthogonal to 

plate movements although the RR itself is oblique. This is represented by small enechelon 

spreading centres along the RR (Deborah & Smith, 1993). The spreading rate has been 

estimated from with magnetic intensity measurements as 2 cm/year, further supported by 

GPS measurements in Iceland (Talwani, 1971, Hreinsdóttir, Einarsson & Sigmundsson, 

2001) 

Unlike most slow spreading ridges RR forms topographical axial highs instead of axial 

valleys. These axial highs formation have been linked to hotspot activity or a mantle plume 

causing excess melting (Schilling. 1973, Serle et al, 1998). Crustal thickness mesurements 

along the RR indicate that the northern part of RR has crustal thickness of about 10 km while 

the southern part is about 7 km thick (Serle et al, 1998).  

Another anomaly of the RR is its V shape flanking ridges. Vogt suggested that hotspot 

activity in Iceland causes these V shape ridges. Excess magma production within the hotspot 

forms the V shape ridges by pulses leaving thicker and thinner lithosphere behind (Vogt 

1971). Alternative theory is that the v shape is generated by propagating rift (Hey et al 2010). 

However, the propagating theory does not exclude the possibility of a plume activity.  

Axial Volcanic Ridges (AVR) are present along the RR and are orthogonal to the spreading 

direction. These AVR are of various shape and size, rising some hundreds of m above the 

ocean floor and extending for some 5 to 35 km, with a basal diameter of some 3 to 15 

(Murton & Parson, 1993). AVR are formed in a fissure eruption (Murton & Parson, 1993).A 

study by Höskuldsson et al (2006) on 10 AVRs on RR close to Iceland concludes that AVRs 

are bound to the crest of RR and do note extend out of  the rifting boundary of RR 

Seamounts, are volcanos scattered all over the ridge. These mountains are in many ways 

similar in structure to the mountain Herðubreið in north east highlands of Iceland with steep 

hillsides and flat top. The high number of seamounts on the RR don’t seem to be exclusively 

dependant on hotspot activity as the number of seamounts mapped by Madge and Smith is 

higher near the mid ridge than closer to Iceland (Madge and Smith 1995). Overall the study 

shows that Seamounts on the RR are both higher on average and more abundant than on the 

MAR (Madge and Smith 1995).   

The high temperature system on Steinahóll (Fig 2.4) is the only known hydrothermal system 

on the RR today. Steinahóll vent site was first observed in 1990 and later mapped in 1993 

using water column sampling to look for plume (Ernst et al, 2000). 

Njörður is a central volcano on the RR. It’s the first central volcano discovered on the RR. 

Ring features around Njörður indicate that two caldera collapse have occurred. The volcano 

is about 50 km in diameter. The rift has split the volcano leaving a centre volcanic ridge in 

between (Höskuldsson, Hey, et al, 2010).  There have been 14 eruptions on the RR, of the 
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shore of Iceland in the last c.a. 1000 years. Two are confirmed, 1884 in Fuglasker and 1926 

in Eldey AVR (Höskuldsson, 2006, Thorarinsson, 1965).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Map showing the extension of the RR from Iceland to BTF. 

Figure 2.6. Photographs from a vent field at Steinahóll. 
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3 Theoretical background 

3.1 Principles of acoustic technology 

There are different principles when it comes to map out the ocean floor.  Since water bends 

and distorts light, sound has to be relied on for measurements. Sound unlike light can travel 

through different mediums without being effected. The general principle is (Fig 3.1) that 

sound wave pulse is emitted from a transmitter on the ships haul. Traveling downwards the 

sound wave continues until it reaches an obstacle like the ocean floor. The obstacle reflects 

the sound back and it’s picked up by a receiver which listens for the reflected sound.  

On-board computer controls this process, adjust the transmitter and calculates the time it 

takes the sound wave to go from the ship and back to the receiver.  Depth is calculated from 

the time it takes for the echo to be received. Further the echo strength is used to interpreted 

slope degree, roughness and softness of the underlying bed (Medwin and Clay, 1998).                                                                              

                                              .                       

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic Figure showing the basic work flow of sonar data acquisition .  
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3.2 Sonar physics 

As discussed above sonar relies on sound and its travel time in the sea. Sound travels 

differently trough mediums like air, earth and water. In water sound travels easily and faster 

than in air. Similar to whales who use sound to communicate and locate prey we use sound 

to locate the ocean floor and forms on the bottom from distance. Sound waves travel as 

compressional waves, meaning as they move through water they create series of pressure 

fronts (SeaBeam, 2000). The distance between these pressure points is wavelength 

(measured in meters (m)) and the amount of these point that travel through stationary point 

in given time is frequency (Hz). Sound velocity is calculated with Equation 1 here below. 

(SeaBeam, 2000). 

𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗ 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ     Equation 1 

When sound velocity changes, it’s due to changes in wave length since the frequency 

remains constant. That is the reason why sound waves are generally referred in terms of their 

frequency (SeaBeam, 2000).                                                   

Sound velocity in the ocean is generally somewhere around 1500 m/s but there are 

environmental factors that can affect the sound velocity such as temperature, salinity and 

pressure (SeaBeam, 2000):  

For every:                                       

1°C change in temperature equals to 4.0 m/s change in velocity.                                      

1 ppt change in salinity equals to 1.4 m/s change in velocity.                      

100 m change in depth (10 atm) equals to 1.7 m/s change in velocity.                     

(R2Sonic, 2009)     

This is the reason why it is important to measure the sound velocity regularly during data 

accusation.                                                                                                                            

So sound velocity is the key to calculate depth, knowing its frequency and the media it travels 

through it is sufficient to know the time from the transmitter until it comes back to the 

receiver. Equation 2 here below, shows how depth (D) can be calculated with time (T) in 

relations to sound velocity (V). When a ship emits a pulse of sound or ping the clock starts 

ticking and stops when it returns to the ship. The time this processes takes is referred as two-

way travel time (TWT) and that gives the total distance travelled. Note that TWT is the 

distance from the ship to sea floor and back. Depth can then be calculated as half the total 

travelled distance (SeaBeam, 2000). 
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2𝐷 = 𝑉 ∗ 𝑇          Equation 2 

𝐷 =  
𝑉 ∗ 𝑇

2
 

 

Another factor that need so be counted for is transmission loss meaning not all sound 

transmitted towards the seafloor returns to the receiver.  It all depends on the materials 

density and how sound travels through it, angle of incidence and the surface roughness.                                  

Materials like silt in sediments absorb the soundwaves energy easily while rocks absorb 

minimal amount. Angle of incidence matters also the bigger source angle is the bigger the 

reflection angle is.  Sound reflection of flat surface is different from reflection of rough 

surface impacting the reflection angle. Therefore, some of the signal is absorbed, some is 

reflected back to the surface depended on angle of incident and rest is scattered in all 

directions (Fig 3.2). (SeaBeam, 2000).    

When transmission is emitted towards the sea floor it expands spherically downwards and 

the energy spreads over larger area. That is referred to as spreading loss. Combining 

spreading loss and absorption loss (loss due to absorption like discussed above) are called 

transmission loss   

Signals that travel back to the receiver give more information than just time. There is a lot 

information from the strength or energy of the signal received generally referred to as 

backscatter. Like discussed above materials can be a good absorber or bad reflectors, this is 

2D = Total distance travelled 

D = Depth 

V = Ocean sound velocity 

T = travel time 

Figure 3.2 Shows the scatter pattern of a pulse when it hits the sea floor 

(SeaBeam, 2000). 
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reflected in different strength of the backscatter. So backscatter is very useful in defining 

sediments thickness and form of lava flows for example. It’s important to understand how 

geological features reflect the sound wave. According to study by Medialdea et al. (2008) 

high backscatter values have been recorded in bedrock and sand but lower in muddier 

surfaces. Highest strength of backscatter is related to basement outcrops from fault scraps.  

Surfaces effected by erosion and mass movement processes are in the high to medium 

spectrum (Medialdea et al, 2008).                     

Signal noise is defined as everything that possible can affect the sound wave once it leaves 

the transmitter. This can be fish, whale, the vessel itself or nearby vessel. Nosie can be 

estimated by measuring the signal strength to noise level (signal to noise ratio) (SeaBeam, 

2000) 

Sonar equation below, is use Equation 3 to account for the factors effecting the signal 

strength, it yields signal excess (SE). Signal excess is the strength of returning echo in terms 

of transmission loss (TL), backscatter strength (BS), target area, noise level (NL) and 

transmitted source level (SL) the initial signal energy sent from the ship (SeaBeam, 2000).    

𝑆𝐸 = 𝑆𝐿 − 2𝑇𝐿 + 𝐵𝑆 − 𝑁𝐿 + 𝑇𝐴     Equation 3 

3.3 Mutlibeam vs singlebeam 

Both multibeam and singlebeam echo sounders follow the same physics from above. 

Diffrence of these echo sounders is simply how many depth measurements are in one ping. 

Singlebeam instruments measure one point at a time and is very time consuming process 

since the single ping echo must arrive again to the receiver before next is sent down 

(SeaBeam, 2000). The benefit of singlebeam is that it yields good resolution of data. The 

narrower the beam is the higher data resolutions is achieved. Working both ways wider beam 

leads to lower resolution. Each day on a large vessel is expensive and time limited. For that 

reason, multibeam is more practical for most large scale research cruises (SeaBeam, 2000). 

                                                                    

With multibeam sonar a larger scale can be mapped at once and larger areas covered.  And 

it does so not at the coast of resolution, since it uses multiple beams (Fig 3.3) instead of a 

single wide one. Signal is sent out perpendicular to the survey line and vessel, this is called 

swath. Swath width controls how far from the centre survey line is measured. Swath width 

is adjusted depending on how much resolution needs to be achieved, how much cover is 

suitable and depth. Wider swath width means that larger area is covered at once. Risk of 

distortion increases at both ends with wider swath angle which can be minimized with 

sufficient overlap of survey lines. In shallower water, swath width becomes narrower than 

in deep waters so surveying shallow water takes more time than deep waters (SeaBeam, 

2000). 
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Figure 3.3 Schematic Figure of sonar swath (SeaBeam, 2000). 

 

3.4 Vessel movements 

Oceans are not stable environments meaning vessels have to operate in various conditions. 

In rough seas vessel can move in multiple ways called heave, pitch, roll, yaw, sway and 

surge (Fig 3.4) 

 

Figure 3.4 Vessel motion directions (Hibbert & Lesser, n.d.)  

To count for these movements and effect they have on the sonars, instruments have been 

designed to monitor them. Propose of that is to correct the data and minimize risk of bad 

data. However, in very bad weather conditions data resolution decreases. That is something 

that follows working in these conditions.      
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4 Methodology 

4.1 Data acquisition and study area 

4.1.1 A8- 2006 

Marine and Freshwater Research Institute of Iceland (MFRI) provided Raw MBES data for 

this project of the RR. Data was collected 2003, 2004 and 2006 on the research vessel Árni 

Firðriksson (Fig 4.1). The instrument used for these cruises was Kongsberg EM 300 eco 

sounder. Most of the data was mapped in 2006 in A8 – 2006 cruise. The extent of the 

measurements made in this cruises and the positions of the study area can be seen of (Fig 

4.1). For simplification in this project all of the measurements from 2003 – 2006 will be 

referred to as the A8 – 2006 since overwhelming majority of the area was mapped in 2006.    

 

Figure 4.1 The study area based on the A8-2006 data set. 
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4.1.2 MSM75 

Data was also collected in the summer of 2018 on the German research vessel Maria S. 

Merian in the MSM75 expedition. This expedition was carried out by GEOMAR Helmholtz 

Centre for Ocean Research in Kiel, Germany and German Centre for Marine Biodiversity 

Research in Hamburg. During this cruise 4 working areas where mapped with MBES (Fig 

4.2). The on board sonar instrument used during the cruise was Kongsberg EM 712 which 

can map down to 3600 m, that depth was never reached during the cruise. Additional data 

was also collected with an AUV (Autonomous Underwater Vehicle) equipped with MBES.  

For this project only data from Area 1 is used. The reason for that is it overlaps the data from 

MFRI. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Ship track from MSM75, data used in this paper is from area 1 

(MSM75 Crusie Report). 
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4.2 Raw data processing 

Raw Multi beam echo sounding (MBES) data is processed in Caris Hips & Sips 11.0 

bathymetry program. Raw data is imported into the program, then the data needs to be 

cleaned for sounding errors. The program offers filters for data cleaning but using the filters 

increases the risk of losing correct data so therefore the cleaning process is done manually 

by going over each survey line removing unwanted soundings. When the data has been 

cleaned it needs to be corrected for errors caused by tides, ship movements and sound 

velocity. This information can be calculated from a vessel file created in Hips & Sips for 

each ship based on the ships instruments. Hips & Sips 11.0 offer a feature where instead of 

creating vessel file manually the program can do it automatically based on the raw data. 

Total propagated uncertainty (TPU) is also calculated by the program and then the data is 

merged together. In Hips & Sips 11.0 this can be done in single process instead of calculating 

each one like in the older programs. When the process above is complete surface can be 

created and gridded. Surface from MFRI data was created, gridded at 20 m resolution and 

surface from MSM75 was created gridded at 5m resolution. Coordinate system for this area 

is UTM 26 N.  Final step is to go over the surface and if nothing needs to be correct then it’s 

exported as an ESRI ASCII file. 

4.2.1 Processing of bathymetry 

Further processing was done in ArcMap 10.6.1 where the ESRI ASCII file is converted into 

raster in order to create Digital Elevation Model (DEM). DEM is a 3 dimensional point 

cloud, where each point contains XYZ information. X axis contains longitude information, 

Y contains latitude and Z depth. Newer versions of Caris Hips & Sips export layers which 

already contain XYZ data but in order to make operations in ArcMap it’s converted to a 

raster DEM by exporting it as raster. 

To visualize the surface even better a hillshade raster was created to bring out the 3d effect 

that DEM offers. Hillshade uses shadows to bring even more detail into the surface. The 

light angle can be controlled as seen fit. To make a bathymetry map, a suitable colour ramp 

was chosen to represent depth and then hillshade overlaid and made transparent, by setting 

the transparency setting to a 50 %. The depth range is classified to suit the individual data 

sets.  
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4.3 Mapping of Geological features 

Mapping of geological features is an important way to understand where there has been some 

activity in the past and where they have possible occurred in the past years. In this case faults 

and seamounts are looked at to see where they are likely to occur, AVRs and lava flows that 

are unlike others were also mapped. Along with the geothermal area discovered in the 

MSM75 cruise. Geological features area mapped by creating shape files in ArcMap and then 

traced in the map.  

4.3.1 Faults 

To map out faults first thing to is to identify what fault is. Faults normally present them self’s 

as a distinct lines of displacement (Fig 4.3). By creating a line shape file ArcMap faults can 

be manually drawn in. Where ever an uncertainty came up about if a line represent fault or 

not a profile graph can be drawn and if it is a fault is should represent surface lines like (Fig 

4.1 b). 

 

Figure 4.3 Shows normal faulting and how they can be recognized on profile graphs. 

In addition to mapping, fault length was measured by using field calculator in the attribute 

table for ArcMap. 

4.3.2 Seamounts 

Like when it comes to fault mapping, first thing is to define seamount for this project. A 

seamount has to be around 50 – 100 m in height and have distinctive features of a mountain 

such as distinguishable base and top. They can overlay each other or be flat top or hummocky 

but they have to fit in the criteria above to be counted as seamount in this project.                                      

A polygon shape file is created to draw in the seamounts manually from the base or the 

widest lowest part. Again to help with this process profile graph was used to distinguish the 

form and height of any uncertain features. Then the area of the base was calculated by using 

the outline of the feature in the field calculator in ArcMap. One seamount was chosen and 

mapped in detail and measured.    
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4.3.3 Axial Volcanic Ridges 

AVRs are a volcanic ridge formation that normally flank the axis on either site. AVRs. To 

identify AVRs the definition from (Bramley 1993) and they have to be around 3 km in 

width, around 5 km in length and around 100 m in height. A line feature class is created 

and drawn along the ridge. Then the length and width is measured. One AVR was chosen 

and mapped in more detail with more width measurements and 3D modelling and their 

aspect ratio calculated. A paper by Murton and Parson from 1993 describes how AVRs 

aspect ratio calculated by dividing length with width is linked to the form of the AVRs. An 

AVR with high aspect ratio is for example longer and narrower than a one with lower 

aspect ratio. (Murton & Parson 1993) And how high aspect ratio is also linked to their 

morphology.  High aspect ratio (>6) AVRs are eruptive fissure dominated. Where aspect 

ratio is (4 - 6) conical vents are the most common and if aspect ratio is (<4) flat topped 

vents are dominating (Höskuldsson, 2005).  

4.3.4 Lava flows 

Two special lava flows where selected to map in detail in this project. Both lava flows were 

mapped in as polygons. The length and width measured along the area. Then the lavas were 

inspected for the possibility of having been formed in more than one event. In one of the 

lava that was the case and it was mapped if using the AUV backscatter data and bathymetry.  

4.3.5 Geothermal area 

In the expedition a geothermal area was found and that was mapped. By using coordinates 

from the log from the ROV (Remotely Operated Vehicle) that was used to observe the area. 

The coordinates where imported in ArcMap as point feature and one point drawn from them 

to define the area.   

4.3.6 Fault density 

Fault density can give very clear information on were changes could be expected between 

data sets or possibly in the future. When faults have been drawn in form of lines, the line 

density tool can be used to show where there is more active faulting.  Line density tool 

calculates the density by drawing a virtual circle around each raster cell se Fig 4.4 (ESRI1, 

n.d). 

Figure 4.4 Shows how ArcMap analyses 

fault density. 
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Length of every line (the part that falls within the ring) is calculated and then multiplied by 

the population field of that line. The result from that is summed and then divided by the area 

of the ring see formula here below (ESRI1, n.d). 

𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  ((𝐿1 ∗  𝑉1)  +  (𝐿2 ∗  𝑉2)) / (𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎_𝑜𝑓_𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒) Equation 4 

 

In this formula L1 and L2 represents lines (Fig 4.4). V1 and V2 represent the population 

field. 

The outcome is colour map showing where the density of lines is the highest. (ArcMap line 

density) 

4.3.7 Seamount density 

To calculate seamount density a point shape file was created and point drawn on top of each 

mountain. Then point density was calculated with the point density tool. The point density 

tool uses a similar method as line density here above to calculate it. By defining a 

neighbourhood around each raster cell and summarizing the amount of points and dived that 

be the area see formula * 

𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
     Equation 5 

The result of that is a colour map representing where the highest amount of seamounts is 

within that particular area. (ESRI2, n.d.) 
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4.4 DEM Changes 

DEM is very useful to answer the question whether any changes had accorded in the last 12 

years. To ways were used to determine if any changes have occurred, first it’s visual 

inspection and then comparison of the 2 DEMs.                            

So first step of this process was to compare the two areas and search for any changes. To 

help with that swipe layer tool is use.  When two layers for example from different time 

overlap each other, swipe tool can be used to interactively search for changes. By choosing 

the younger layer file it can be drag in all directions revelling the old layer beneath.     

There are some tools in ArcMap that can help with this process by calculating surface 

properties such as aspect and slope.   

Before that was done for both areas, the DEM from A8-2006 was cut after the shape from 

MSM75 data set. That was done by converting the MSM75 raster to a polygon and then 

using the clip tool in the data management toolbox to cut the A8-2006 data set after the 

MSM75 outline polygon. 

4.4.1 Aspect 

Aspect tool in ArcMap uses the down slope direction to indicate in what direction it faces 

in a counter clockwise manner from 0 which is north to 360° which is also north. Flat areas 

are given value of -1. To calculate the aspect, the elevation data, this case DEM the 

program breaks down z-values in 3x3 cells around a centre cell (Fig 4.6). Aspect is the 

direction that a surface plane faces from the centre cell. The program uses an algorithm to 

calculate rate of change in direction and then convert that into compass degrees (Fig 4.5) 

(ESRI3, n.d.). Equation 6 – 11 shows this process.  

    

Equation 6 calculates the rate of change in x direction for e cell (Fig 4.6) 

[𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑥]  =  ((𝑐 +  2𝑓 +  𝑖)  −  (𝑎 +  2𝑑 +  𝑔)) / 8      Equation 6   

Equation 7 calculates the rate of change in y direction for e cell. 

 [𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑦]  =  ((𝑔 +  2ℎ +  𝑖)  −  (𝑎 +  2𝑏 +  𝑐)) / 8      Equation 7 

Figure 4.5 Compass 

degrees (ESRI3, n.d.). 

Figure 4.6 3X3 cells 

wiht a center cell, e 

(ESRI3, n.d.). 
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Equation 8, knowing rate of change for both x and y, aspect is calculated  

𝑎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡 =  57.29578 ∗  𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 ([𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑦], −[𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑥])  Equation 8 

Aspect is then converter into converter into compass direction based on 3 rules  

Rule 1 if aspect is < 0, a minus number then Equation 9 is used 

𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 =  90.0 −  𝑎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡   Equation 9 

Rule 2 if aspect is > 90.0 then Equation 10 is used  

𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 =  360.0 −  𝑎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡 +  90.0     Equation 10 

Rule 3 applies if aspect is between 0 and 90, then Equation 11 is used 

 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 =  90.0 –  𝑎𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡       Equation 11 

When this has been computed using the aspect tool any major changes should be visible as 

a change in the aspect colorization. That will be determined using the swipe tool. 

4.4.2 Slope 

Calculating the slope degree is another important tool to visualize change between the areas. 

As with aspect if any visible changes like landslide have occurred. Changes would lead to 

inconsistency in colour pattern between areas. The Slope tool in ArcMap is used to calculate 

the slope degrees for each area. The result is a map representing slope degree in colours from 

no to little slope in green and as it gets steeper more into yellow and steepest at red.  The 

method behind slope calculation is similar to aspect (Fig 4.6) using 3X3 cells around the 

processing cell.  Then slope degree is calculated using an average maximum technique. 

(ESRI4, n.d) This is calculated with equations (12 – 15) 

To calculate slope ArcMap uses the following algorythm: 

Equation 1 is based on same idea as formula 1 for aspect, the rate of change in x direction 

for the center cell (e) (Fig 4.6) 

[𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑥]  =  ((𝑐 +  2𝑓 +  𝑖)  −  (𝑎 +  2𝑑 +  𝑔) / (8 ∗  𝑥_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) Equation 12 

Formula 2 does the same but for changes in y directions. 

[𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑦]  =  ((𝑔 +  2ℎ +  𝑖)  −  (𝑎 +  2𝑏 +  𝑐)) / (8 ∗  𝑦_𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒) Equation 13 

Formula 3 is then used to calculate slope  

𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠 =  𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁 ( √ ([𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑥]2 +  [𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑦]2) ) Equation 14 

Formula 4 is then used to calculate the slope degree  

 𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒_𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠 =  𝐴𝑇𝐴𝑁 ( √ ([𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑥]2 +  [𝑑𝑧/𝑑𝑦]2) ) ∗  57.29578  Equation 15 
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When this was done for both areas, they were visually inspected for changes by using the 

swipe tool to look for any inconsistency in the slope colours (ESRI4, n.d). 

4.4.3 Earthquakes 

Earthquakes data form Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) was 

provided on board the MSM75 dating from 1970 – 2018. The earthquakes were in shape 

file form and therefore imported straight into ArcMap and the time adjusted to fit the time 

between datasets. Then the earthquakes were mapped depending on location and size.   

 

4.4.4 Raster calculating DEM difference 

Changes if small and caused be land uplifting for example can be hard to detect. A simple 

but effect method can be used to compere two DEMs for changes. By using the raster 

calculator tool in ArcMap two DEMs can be subtracted from each other so any changes 

between them will stand out.  

This is done by using the formula: 

𝐷𝐸𝑀 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑌𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝐷𝐸𝑀 − 𝑂𝑙𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝐷𝐸𝑀   

This results in map where any changes in form depression get a sudden colour scheme 

depending on the magnitude and the same goes for uplifting.   

There is most like always some difference between bathymetry data caused be some errors, 

devotions or caps between MBES data. So to visualise the changes, the magnitude and were  
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5 Results 

Here I present the results of this MSc project research, including the bathymetry processing, 

mapping of geological features and then topographical differences between the new and 

existing scurvy data sets from the region in question.   

5.1 Bathymetry results  

5.1.1 Depth Charts 

The A8 – 2006 bathymetry map (Figs 5.1 and 5.2) has a depth range from about 26 m to 

about 930 m. The greatest surveyed depth is of the ridge in the area where the drop is from 

the edge of the Icelandic shelf dips down towards the Atlantic Ocean sea floor. The 

shallowest part of ridge is around 30m while the greatest depth is 700 m, revealing an altitude 

difference of 670 m. The extent of the map is about 100 km south to north and about 124 km 

east to west. The width of the ridge is about 50 km in the north and around 35 km in the 

south. The southernmost part of the map is at -25.4° W and 62.2° N and the northern most 

part at -24.1°W and 63.3°N. The study area covers about 6000 km2, thereof 3000 km2 outside 

of the ridge segments. Data quality in the area of the ridge is good, but the quality decreases 

towards either flanks, which in part may be explained by rough seas. There are three large 

gaps in the survey on the ridge. The grid resolution is 20 m and the coordinate system is 

WGS 1984 UTM Zone 26N   

The MSM75 bathymetry map (Fig. 5.3) has a depth range from about 120 m to about 545 

m, indicating elevation difference of 425 m. The map is about 25 km from south to north 

and approximately 21 km from east to west. The southernmost part of the map is at -24.32° 

W and 63.17° N and the northernmost part at -24.1°W and 63.3°N. The surveyed area is 

about 396 km2, or 2604 km2 smaller than the A8 – 2006 area (Fig 5.1). The quality of the 

data is very good from this survey and there is one gap in the survey, which in terms of 

coverage is small compared to A8 – 2006. The gridded resolution is 5 m and the coordinate 

system is WGS 1984 UTM Zone 26N.   

 

Figure 5.1 Map showing the area covered by A8-2006 and MSM75 surveys. The area 

covered in the MSM75 cruise (in red) is order of magnitude smaller than that of A8-2006. 

Also, note that the MSM75survey does not cover the rift valley or Njörður central volcano. 
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Figure 5.2. Fully processed bathymetric map from the data set from the A8-2006 

survey. The depth range is from -30 m down to -930 m (see key for details). The map 

shows where the Icelandic shelf starts to drop (see arrow) towards the Atlantic sea 

floor. The upper left of the map shows how the en echelon arrangement of volcanic 

ridges on the RR as it approaches Iceland, illustrating how the the rift valley, in centre 

right of the map, turns from a depression/basin into a topographic high.    
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Figure 5.3. Fully processed bathymetric map from the MSM75 data set. The map has 

a deepth range of 120 m down to 545 m. Red circled area shows where the rift valley 

is partly obscured by Steinahóll. The high resoultion aids identification of faults, 

seamounts, AVR and lavaflows.  
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5.1.2 Results from 3D Modeling 

DEMs are very useful to analyses surface features. The ability to look at feature from more 

than one angle is a powerful tool for identifying and characterizing faults and other 

geological features. Here, I use this tool to identify faults and volcanic constructs at 

Steinahóll, and other features, such as AVRs and lava flow fields in the immediate vicinity 

of Steinhóll, as is illustrated by the examples on Figure 5.4.  

 

Figure 5.4 Examples of the 3D results made from DEM from data processing Examples of the 

3D results made from DEM from data processing that were used to analyses surface features. In the 

top left corner is Steinahóll, the 3D model was used to map faults. In the lower left corner is an AVR 

and the 3D models helped to map and measure it. In the Top right corner and bottom right are two 
lava flows and 3 models helped a lot in mapping outlines of them. 
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5.1.3 Backscatter maps from the Autonomous Underwater 

Vehicle  

In the MSM75 cruise a Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) was used to map a selected 

segment of the ridge using backscatter. I used this backscatter data set in conjunction with 

the DEM to create the 3D topographical model shown in Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. The 

resolution of the backscatter data is extremely high or 50 cm, which enables detailed 

examination of the form and shape (i.e. morphology) of a wide range of geological features 

and structural elements. As such it is a powerful tool for identifying key surface features. In 

addition, backscatter provides valuable information on sedimentation as the darker brown 

surfaces correspond to areas with greater sediment cover (i.e. prolonged sedimentation).  

 

Figure 5.5 A reconstructed backscatter 3D model of Steinahóll. This 3D model was a great 

help in detecting faults that were clearly visible in the DEM of Steinahóll (see Fig. 5.4 – 

5.8). The sediment cover in this area sis minimal when compared to left side of Figure 5.6. 

For location see Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6. This 3D backscatter map illustrates well the contrast between seafloor with 

minimal sediment cover (bright areass) and those with a near complete sediment cover 

(dark brown areas), where the older lava flow fields are largely obscured by the sediments. 

The younger (brighter) areas with  hummocky lava flow fields that are faulted. The least 

sediment part is the highest point to the right.    
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Figure 5.8. A fissure (blue arrow) and its lava flow field (red arrow) that apparently extends 

to the foot hill of an AVR at the back of the Figure (black arrow). This is a large lava flow 

field (5.9 km2) that is partly buried by sediments suggesting that it may be formed in more 

than one eruption. As the lava flows it curves around a hill of seamount that is deeply buried 

by sediments. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7. This backscatter 3D model features two small hummocky seamounts (yellow 

arrow), which are partly covered in sediments and strongly faulted (red arrow). To the 

right is a flat top seamount (blue arrow) with much less sediment cover but also strongly 

faulted (red arrows). At the top of theimage is the pillow lava from the Steinahól area. 
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5.2 Geological Features 

In this chapter I present the results from analyzing the constructed 3D mapping for 

geological features that are present within the study area, namely faults, seamounts and their 

density, along with other selected features.   

5.2.1 Mapping of geological features  

The number of identified faults is 540 faults (Fig 5.9) and their average length is 1.6 km. 

The longest fault is about 25 km and the shortest is 109 m. In total 83 seamounts were 

identified with the largest being 16.4 km2 and the smallest 42 m2. There are four identified 

AVRs in the study area ranging from 4 – 10 km in length and rising at least 100 m above the 

surrounding seafloor. The AVR aspect ratio is <4 in all cases, signifying that they fall in the 

category of flat-topped-ridges (Höskuldsson, 2006). Two lava flow field are identified in the 

mapping area, where flow field 1 is 2.8 km2 and flow field 2 is 5.9 km2 (Fig. 5.11 and 5.16). 

One geothermal area is identified during the cruise within the surveyed area and may be a 

new addition t the Steinhóll geothermal field (Höskuldsson, 2006).  

  

 

Figure 5.9. Mapped geological features within the study area, including 540 faults, 83 

seamounts, 4 AVRs and 2 lava flow fields (arrows, see also Figs x and Y).. Greatest density 

of seamounts is within the Njörður caldera (black circle) One geothermal area has been 

located within the area (green star) at Steinahól. The depth range is from -127 m to -863 m.  
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Areas on the map that feature near-complete sediment cover, thus revealing minimal 

evidence of volcanisms, faulting or other bedrock features where eliminated and the 

boundaries of area were redefined around the ridge.  This changed the depth range, as 

indicated for Fig. 5.1, to 127 m - 863 m depth. 

 

5.2.2 Fault Density 

The mapped 540 faults exhibit the highest density around Steinahóll, on a rifting seamount 

between Steinahóll and Njörður and around Njörður itself (Fig. 5.10). The longest normal 

faults flank the axis on either site. No faults are clearly visible outside the axial zone and 

most likely obscured by sedimentation. The high resolution data from the Steinhóll (blue 

square on Fig. 5.10) reveals exceptionally dense swarm of faults and fractures. This increase 

may be apparent because of the resolution difference of the two data sets used in this 

reconstruction.       

Figure 5.10. Faults (red lines) within the study area. The colour scheme from pale blue to 

pink indicates the fault density in faults/km2.  Three areas reveal rather high fault densities: 

the area at Steinahóll has the highest fault density, by far; below Steinahóll (yellow arrow), 

is a large seamount that is heavily faulted; and the south side of Njörður central volcano is 

also strongly faaulted. The axial rift is bound by long normal faults (black arrows, while in 

the areas beyond tectonic features are largely obscured by sediment cover.  
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5.2.3 Seamount Density 

Total 83 seamounts were recognized within the region (Fig. 5.10). The seamounts show the 

greatest clustering in the Njörður caldera and on the flans of the volcano. Second highest 

density is close to Steinahóll. No seamount is identified outside the axial rift. The clustering 

of seamounts within and around Njörður central volcano indicates that it has been active for 

substantial amount of time and appears to be the most active region in the study area. The 

greatest number of seamounts not affected by faulting is around Njörður. The seamount 

detection is not greatly impacted by the difference in resolution between the two data sets 

used in this study.  

 

Figure 5.11. Seamount density within the study area. Black oval outlines indicate seamounts 

and their density classification (seamounts/km2) is shown on the key to the left. Seamount 

density appears highest in the area of Njörður central volcano (red arrows). Secound highest 

density of seamounts is around Steinahól (yellow arrow)l. Seamounts appear to be absent 

outside the axial rift.. 
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5.2.4 Other geological features in the study area  

One (Lava flow 1) of the two lava flow fields identified in the study area is situated west of 

Steinahóll (Fig. 5.12, inset). The depth of the lava is around 420 m at the north end and about 

446 m at the south end. This narrow lava flow, originating as an extension from a larger lava 

flow field wraps around a seamount and flowing down a gentle slope before cascading down 

20 m along a fairly steep slope (Fig. 5.12). The form of this flow, long and narrow branch 

with steep sides that culminates in an area where the lava is fanning out, strongly suggests 

that this lava originated as a breakout (Fig. 5.13) from the parental lava flow field and 

developed an insulated internal pathway (Figs 5.13 and 5.14) that feed lava to the active flow 

front represented by the fanning lava at the south end. (Figs 5.13, 5.15, 5.16). Right in front 

of the lava pathway, where the break in slope is located, are features that resemble levees, 

suggesting a transition to a channeled flow (Fig 5.13 and 5.15).  

 

 

 

Figure 5.12. Lava flow 1 is unlike other lava flows observed in the study area. Flowing first 

in a lava tube on a relatively little delineation, until it comes to 20 m drop where the channel 

spreads out. Evidence of channelization can be found, in forms of levees that can be seen on 

the profile graphs. 4 profile graphs were drawn over the lava, 1 along the lava and 4 across. 

The depth of the lava ranges from around 417 – 420 m shallowest and 437 – 446 m at the 

deepest.     
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Figure 5.13. Length profile (Fig 5.12) of  the lava. Shows that the height difference from 

the source to the end is 30 m. Length of the profile line drawn is about 2.7 km. About 700 

m from the source it appears that a lava has flowed over the tube and some parts of it may 

be covered in younger lava black arrow indicates the breakout poin, the red arrow in the 

middle the lava pathway and the red awrrow in end where the flow cascades downward.  

Figure 5.14. Line 1 (Fig 5.12) shows the lava flow right before it spreads. The height of 

the lava tube is about 8 m and width about 200 m. Evidence of lava channelization can be 

seen here with possible levees.    

Figure 5.15. Line 2 (Fig 5.12) shows the lava flow soon after it spreads. The height is 

about 10 m and width 400 m. Sings of low levees can be observed here to. From line 1 (Fig 

5.14) to 2 the lava is twice as wide and 2 m higher. 
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Figure 5.16. Line 3 (Fig 5.1) shows the lava flow close to the end. There it has spread 

even more than from line 1 and 2 (Fig 5.14 – 5.15) The width is about 520 m or 120 m 

wider than line 2 and the height is 2 m and decreasing as expected. There we can also see 

sign of levees almost 4 m high.   
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The second lava flow field (Lava flow 2) originated from a 6.4 km-long fissure that appears 

to extend to the foothills of an AVR immediately to the north (Fig. 17). Figure 5.17 suggest 

it flows in a channel along sediment buried seamount before fanning. The length of the lava 

flow is approximately 2.4 km (Fig 5.17) The lava flows in a narrow margin at first, about 80 

m before spreading out to maximum width of 3.2 km in line 3 (Fig 5.20) As the lava flow 

around sediment buried seamount and approaches towards the middle (line 3) it thickens 

considerably, reaching most 60 m. The thinner parts of the lava flow, that extend furthest 

out from the flow field are the sediment buried section of the lava field. Indicating that there 

could be some age difference within the lava field. This difference in appearance is 

suggestive of age difference between these two parts of the lava flow field, altough we cannot 

resolve whether these two parts represent two lava flows formed in a single but prolonged 

eruption or whether they are two separate lava flow fields and thus formed by two different 

eruptions. The numbered topographical profiles are shown in the following Figures (i.e. Figs 

5.17-5.21). The colored depth scale is given in the key to the left. 

 

 

Figure 5.17. Lava flow 2 is a flow field that formed by eruption on a 6.4 km-long fissure, as 

indicated by the black north-south trending line, that appears to extend towards an AVR in 

the north. The lava was produced by several descrete vents along the fissure, but the central-

south segment of the fissure (between lines 2 and 4) clearly was most productive. The highest 

part of the flow field is reveals the most pristine surface morphology, while the surfaces of 

the lowest parts to the west (red arrow ) appears more mottled, presumably because it is 

partly covered by sediments.  
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Figure 5.18. Length profile (Fig 5.17) along the fissure, starting in the north and extending 

6.4 km to the south, dropping 50 m in elevation. The red arrows indicate fissures. 

Figure 5.20. Line 2 (Fig 5.17) shows the lava flow soon after it spreads. The height is about 

25 m at most and the total width 1.6 km. Here it’s not easy to distinguish between two lavas 

but it a possibility that the older lava gets covered by the new one somewhere around 1000 m 

value. Sings of low levees can be observed here to.  

Figure 5.19. Line 1 (Fig 5.17) shows the lava flow before it spreads. The height of the lava 

tube is about10- 20 m and width about 80 m. Evidence of lava channelization can be seen 

here with possible levees.    

? 
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Figure 5.21. Line 4 (Fig 5.16) shows the end of the lava flow . There it has less than from 

line  3 (Fig 5.21) The width is about 2,4 km or 800 m less wide than line 3 and the height is 

60 m at most, indicating that the lava is not thinning at the end. Here it is also little more 

difficult to see the boundary between these lava. The profile graph covers motsly parst of 

suspected younger lava.  

 

Figure 5.22. Line 3 (Fig 5.17) shows the lava flow closer to the middle. There it has spread 

even more than from line 1 and 2 (Fig 5.19 – 5.20) The width is about 3.2 km or 2,4 km 

wider than line 2 and the height is 60 m at most and increasing as expected. Here it is a 

little easier to see a boundary between these lavas around the 1000 m value. The younger 

lava is much thicker than the underlying lava. 
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Figure 5.23. Shows how backscatter data can be useful to analyse surface features. The 

backscatter clearly shows the older, darker lava and the younger brighter. A lava channel is 

visible on the older lava which can to be easily seen on the bathymetric map to the right. How 

ever since sediments affect the rebound of sonar pulse it often appears smother, which it’s 

does on the older lava on the right. Using these two Figures, the lava flow was dived into 

older and younger lava which can be seen on the lower Figure.    
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West of Steinhóll is a structure that resembles a lava shield (Fig 5.24) like that of Trölladynga 

in North Iceland (Rossi and Guðmundsson, 1995). Located at the margins of the rift zone od 

Steinhóll it is a 70 m-high shield consisting of hummocky lava (Fig 5.24). The structure rises 

sharply from the surrounding sea floor some 30 m, where it translates into a relatively flat 

plateau that is 3.4 km wide. In the centre of the plateau is a 40 m high hill, which may 

represent a volcanic cone. From some viewing angels (Fig 5.27 and 5.28) the profile of the 

structure strongly resembles that of a lava shield, while from other viewing angles (5.25 – 

5.26) it takes a form that is similar to that of Surtsey (i.e. a table mountain). This raises 

questions about the relative sea level at the time of the eruption.   

        

 

 

 

Figure 5.24. A shield like volcano build-up of Hummocky lava flow. It presents long but not 

steep hillsides inclining towards a high and steeper mountain top.  At the top of the lava is a 

small 30 m plateau seen in yellow on the depth scale. At the top of the peak the mountain is 

about 70 m and and the whole mountain around  3.4 km wide. Detpth range is from 388 m 

down to 493 m   
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Figure 5.25. In line 1 (Fig 5.23) the mountain is about 2.4 km wide and height is 70 m. Here 

is a difference in the steepness on each hillside. On the left is a steep hill rising quickly up 

to the plateau, about 30 m and the length to the foothill of the top is 800. The top is rises 

about 40 m from the plateau. The right side has much gentler slope with height difference of 

30 m over 1.2 km.      

 

 

Figure 5.26. In line 2 (Fig 5.23) the mountain show great similarity to line 1 (Fig 5.24) The 

Mountain is about 2.4 km wide and height is about 70 m. Here is also difference in the 

steepness on each hillside. On the left is a steep hill rising quickly up to the plateau, about 

25 m and the length to the foothill of the top is 700 m. The top is rises about 40 m from the 

plateau. The right side has much gentler slope with height difference of 30 m over 1.2 km.     

 

 

Figure 5.27. Line 3 (Fig 5.23) presents a very different side of the mountain than lines 1 and 

2 (Fig 5.24 – 5.25) The Mountain is about 3.2 km wide and height is about 70 m. Here is 

much less difference in the steepness on each hillside. On the left is a gentle hill rising 

gradually up to the plateau, about 50 m in height at most and the length to the foothill of the 

top is 1.7 km. The top is lower rises about 20 m from the plateau. The right side has much 

gentler slope with height difference of 30 m over 1 km.     
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Figure 5.28. Line 4 (Fig 5.23) is very similar to line 3 (Fig 5.26) presenting a shield like 

from. The difference is that here we have steeper hills than in line 3.  Mountain is about 2.8 

km wide and height is about 80 m. Here the hillsides area very similar in the steepness. On 

the left is a small steeper hill rising up to the plateau. The plateau is about 50 m in height at 

most and the length to the foothill of the top is 1.7 km. The top is lower rises about 30 m 

from the plateau. The left side has much gentler slope with height difference of 15 m over 

800m. The right site drop much less and connects to a different lava flow.      
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The AVR presented in Figure 5.29 is the largest one in the study area. Made up of two larger 

structures connected with ridge and smaller structures in between. The length of the AVR 

(Fig 5.3) is about 8.5 km and the width is about 3 km (Fig 5.34) 4 lines were drawn to 

measure the width, 2 over the structures (Fig 5.31 and 5.34) and 2 over the ridge in between 

(Fig 5.32 and 5.33). 1 line was drawn across the AVR (Fig 5.29). The AVR presents two 

types of mountain like structures one resembling flat top mountain and one conical. The right 

side of the AVR lays along a fault making the sites much steeper than on the left site. There 

are at least 4 smaller lava flows resembling smaller mountains structures in between.  The 

AVR forms along a fissure where eruptions build up these structures and connects them with 

ridge completing the AVR. 

 

 

Figure 5.29. Presents the largest AVR in the study area. Made up of two larger mountains 

connected with ridge and smaller seamount structures. The length of the AVR (Fig 5.3) is 

about 8.5 km and the width is about 3 km (Fig 5.34) 5 lines were drawn to measure the AVR 

(Fig 5.30 - 5.34). The AVR presents two types of mountains, one resembling flat top mountain 

and one conical. The right side of the AVR lays along a fault making the sites much steeper 

than on the left site. There are at least 4 smaller lava flows resembling smaller mountains 

structures in between. The depth range is from 120 m at the top down to 545 m in the fault. 
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Figure 5.30 Shows the profile graph along (Fig 5.29) the AVR. Here the flat top - and conical 

structures are clearly visible. The height of the flat top is about 200 m and the conical around 

180 m. The profile is taken along the ridge and its highest point is around 160 m. The length 

of the AVR is 8.5 km and the distance between the mountains on each end is about 4.5 km.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.31. Shows line 1 (Fig 5.29), the width of the flat top seamount at the southern end of 

the AVR. The width of the structure here is about 2.3 km and the height is 200 m from the left 

site. The right site along the faulting shows the height difference of about 300 m. On the 

graph there are two peaks on the top of the structure, a possibly a top crater, considering 

similar formation along the top (Fig 5.30)    
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Figure 5.32. Shows line 2 (Fig 5.29), the width of the ridge and a structures on the AVR. The 

width of the ridge here is about 1.8 km and the height is 220 m. The right site along the 

faulting shows the height difference of about 350 m. The ridge rises about 75 m from the 

seamount structure. The seamount structure shows signs of a top crater.     

Figure 5.33. Shows line 3 (Fig 5.29), the width of the ridge and structure on the AVR. The 

width of the ridge here is about 2 km and the height is 220 m. The right site along the faulting 

shows much less height difference, about 225 m. The ridge rises about 125 m from the 

seamount structure. The structure on the right shows signs of a top crater and faulting.     
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Figure 5.34. Shows line 4 (Fig 5.29), the width of the conical structures- at the northern end 

of the AVR. The width of the AVR here is about 3 km and the height is 140 m from the right 

site which now reaches less depth then the left. The left site has an height difference of about 

240 m. 
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5.3 DEM Difference 

In this part of the result chapter the results form DEM changes is presented, the aspect results, 

the slope results and the results from DEM calculation. 

5.3.1 Aspect results 

The GIS aspect results form A8 – 2006 (Fig 5.34) shows the facing direction of individual 

surfaces. The North facing surfaces are indicated in red, south in light blue, west in dark blue 

and east in yellow. For example, faults on the east side of the axial rift face to the west (dark 

blue) and faults on the west site face to the east (yellow) or south east (green). Hence, Aspect 

comparison is good method to detect new faulting, new lava flow or mountains but also other 

changes like landslides. Higher resolution Figure is presented in Appendix D. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.35. Shows the aspect results form A8 – 2006 shows the direction of which surface planes 

faces. The North in red, south in light blue, west in dark blue and east in yellow. Faults on the 

east site face to the west and faults on the west site east to south east. The AVR Fig (5.29) is very 

visible here. 
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The aspect results from MSM 75 (Fig 5.35) shows the direction of which surface planes 

faces. The North in red, south in light blue, west in dark blue and east in yellow. Visual 

comparison of the MSM 75 aspect ratio and the aspect ratio from A8 – 2006 (Fig 5.35) in 

ArcMap shows that there is no remarkable change between the two. There is a very small 

difference on small scale which is because the difference in resolution. 5m resolution shows 

more detailed surface plains of a feature and therefore caused slight changes in the aspect 

ratio.  Higher resolution Figure is presented in Appendix E. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.36. Shows the aspect results from MSM75 shows the direction of which surface 

planes faces. The North in red, south in light blue, west in dark blue and east in yellow. 

Visual comparison of the MSM 75 aspect ratio and the aspect ratio from A8 – 2006 (Fig 

5.35) shows that there is no remarkable change between the two. 5m resolution shows more 

detailed surface plane of a feature and therefore caused slight changes in the aspect ratio 

and therefore explains the small scale difference that was visually detected.  
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5.3.2 Results of slope measurements 

Figure 5.36 is a map of slopes from the A8 – 2006 survey, showing 0° (i.e. flat) in green to 

maximum measured slope of 55° (i.e. steep) slope in red. Structures like ridges, mountains 

and faults stand out on this map because they are bound by the steepest slope. Slope degree 

map is good way to detect young geological structures as they are typified by steep slopes. 

surface features. Higher resolution Figure is presented in Appendix F. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.37. Shows the slop results form A8 – 2006 shows the slope degree of planes 

faces. From 0° (flat) in green to 55° (steep) slope in red. Features like ridges, 

mountains and faults are very visible on this map since the represent highest slope 

degree. Slope degree map is good way to detect new surface features. 
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The slope results from MSM 75 shows slope degree of surface planes. From 0° (flat) in green 

to 55° (steep) slope in red. Visual comparison of the MSM 75 slope degree and the slope 

degree from A8 – 2006 (Fig 5.3) in ArcMap shows that there is no remarkable change 

between the two. There is a visible difference on small scale. Lower resolution data tents to 

show higher surface slope degree as it is less detailed. Therefore, the resolution difference 

causes slight changes in the slope degree. Higher resolution Figure is presented in Appendix 

G. 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 5.38. Shows slope results from MSM 75 shows slope degree of surface planes. From 

0° (flat) in green to 55° (steep) slope in red. Visual comparison of the MSM 75 slope degree 

and the slope degree from A8 – 2006 (Fig 5.38) shows that there is no remarkable change 

between the two. Changes on small scale are caused because lower resolution data tents to 

show higher surface slope degree, as it is less detailed. Therefore, the resolution difference 

causes slight changes in the slope degree.   
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5.3.3 Earthquake results 

Results from earthquake mapping (Fig 5.38) show that no earthquakes have occurred within 

the comparison area between datasets. 6 earthquakes occurred close to the area however. 

The magnitude of these earthquakes is between 3.2 and 4.3 so these are rather large 

earthquakes. Smaller earthquakes area harder to detect so far away from any measuring 

station. Then there is the possibility that many undetected earthquakes occurred during this 

time.     

 

 

 

Figure 5.39. Results from earthquake mapping show that no earthquakes have occurred within 

the comparison area between datasets (shown in red). 6 earthquakes occurred close to the 

area however. The magnitude of these earthquakes ranges between 3.2 and 4.3. Smaller 

earthquakes area harder to detect so far away from any measuring station. Then there is the 

possibility that many undetected earthquakes occurred during this time.     
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5.3.4 DEM differences 

Results from DEM calculations in the ± 5m range scale (Fig 5.39) shows signs of 

considerable changes between the data sets. Changes are rated on the scale of meters where 

green means uplift and read depression. Yellow means that 0 or excluded data. There is an 

explanation from some of these changes right away. The changes seen in form of green wide 

ribbons are due to some errors either derived from the data acquisition or tidal processing 

stage of the data making the ship track elevate from the surface. To look at these changes 3 

profile graphs were drawn and the results are presented here below (Fig 5.40 – 5.42).    

 

Figure 5.40. Shows results from DEM calculations in the ± 5m range scale. The changes seen in 

form of green wide ribbons are due to some errors either derived from the data acquisition or 

tidal processing stage of the data making the ship track elevate from the surface.  3 profile graphs 

(Fig 5.40 – 5.41) shown here on the map. 
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Figure 5.42 Shows the profile graph results from line 2 (Fig 5.40). Data from MSM75 is 

presented in red and A8-2006 in black. A and B indicate how the profile graph is in relation to 

the map. The graph is drawn over large seamount which indicated depression and uplifting, 

possible faulting. The graph shows that these changes are quite small, most likely derived from 

resolution changes    

Figure 5.41. Shows the profile graph results from line 1 (Fig 5.40). Data from MSM75 is 

presented in red and A8-2006 in black. A and B indicate how the profile graph is in relation to 

the map. The graph is drawn over large seamount which indicated uplifting. The graph shows 

that these changes are quite small, most likely derived from resolution changes     
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Figure 5.43 Shows the profile graph results from line 2 (Fig 5.40). Data from MSM75 is presented in 

red and A8-2006 in black. A and B indicate how the profile graph is in relation to the map. The graph 

is drawn over large seamount which indicated depression and uplifting, possible faulting. The graph 

shows that these changes are quite small and bound to the top of the seamount, most likely derived 

from resolution changes    
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Results from DEM calculations in the ± 5 -20 m range scale (Fig 5.44) shows less changes 

between the data sets. Changes are rated on the scale of meters where green means uplift and 

read depression. Here the changes seem to be bound to faulting, seamounts and the AVR. 

To look at these changes 5 profile graphs were drawn and the results are presented here 

below (Fig5.44 – 5.48). 

 

Figure 5.44. Shows results from DEM calculations in the ± 5 – 20 m range scale. 3 profile 

graphs (Fig 5.40 – 5.41) shown here on the map. Changes are rated on the scale of meters 

where green means uplift and read depression. Yellow means that 0 or excluded data. 5 

profile graphs were drawn and the results are presented here below (Fig 5.44 – 5.48). 
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Figure 5.45 Shows the profile graph results from line 1 (Fig 5.44). Data from MSM75 is 

presented in red and A8-2006 in black. A and B indicate how the profile graph is in relation 

to the map. The graph is drawn over large seamount which indicated uplifting and 

depression. The graph shows that these changes are quite small, most likely derived from 

resolution changes    

Figure 5.46. Shows the profile graph results from line 2 (Fig 5.44). Data from MSM75 is 

presented in red and A8-2006 in black. A and B indicate how the profile graph is in relation to 

the map. The graph is drawn over small AVR which indicated uplifting and depression. The 

graph shows that these changes are quite small, most likely derived from resolution changes    

 

Figure 5.47. Shows the profile graph results from line 3 (Fig 5.44). Data from MSM75 is 

presented in red and A8-2006 in black. A and B indicate how the profile graph is in relation to 

the map. The graph is drawn over small fault which indicated uplifting and depression. The 

graph shows that these changes are quite small, most likely derived from resolution changes 
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Figure 5.48 Shows the profile graph results from line 4 (Fig 5.44). Data from MSM75 is 

presented in red and A8-2006 in black. A and B indicate how the profile graph is in relation to 

the map. The graph is drawn over large AVR which indicated uplifting and depression. The 

graph shows that these changes are quite small, most likely derived from resolution changes    

Figure 5.49. Shows the profile graph results from line 4 (Fig 5.44). Data from MSM75 is 

presented in red and A8-2006 in black. A and B indicate how the profile graph is in relation to 

the map. The graph is drawn over large AVR which indicated uplifting and depression. The 

graph shows that these changes are quite small, most likely derived from resolution changes    
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Results from DEM calculations in the ± 20 -58 m range scale (Fig 5.50) shows signs of 

considerable changes between the data sets. That would be in the category of a major change. 

And since none of the data present above support that theory, it’s most likely has something 

to do with the data. To look at these changes 3 profile graphs area drawn over some extreme 

cases as the results shown below (Fig 5.51 -5.53)  

 

 

Figure 5.50. Shows results from DEM calculations in the ± 20 – 58 m range scale. 3 profile 

graphs (Fig 5.51 – 5.53) shown here on the map. Changes are rated on the scale of meters 

where green means uplift and read depression. Grey means that 0 or excluded data.  
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Figure 5.52. Shows the profile graph results from line 2 (fig 5.50). Data from MSM75 is 

presented in red and A8-2006 in black. A and B indicate how the profile graph is in relation 

to the map. The graph is drawn over extreme case of uplifting. The graph shows that these 

changes are quite large. One explanation for this much change could be loss of measuring 

points during sonar scanning or loss of points in data cleaning.  

 

 

 

Figure 5.51. Shows the profile graph results from line 1 (Fig 5.50). Data from MSM75 is 

presented in red and A8-2006 in black. A and B indicate how the profile graph is in relation to 

the map. The graph is drawn over extreme case of uplifting. The graph shows that these 

changes are quite large. One explanation for this much change could be loss of measuring 

points during sonar scanning or loss of points in data cleaning. It’s considered unlikely that 

such change is real. 

Figure 5.53. Shows the profile graph results from line 3 (fig 5.50). Data from MSM75 is 

presented in red and A8-2006 in black. A and B indicate how the profile graph is in 

relation to the map. The graph is drawn over extreme case of uplifting. The graph shows 

that these changes are quite large. One explanation for this much change could be loss of 

measuring points during sonar scanning or loss of points in data cleaning. 
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6 Discussions 

6.1 Bathymetry   

The data collection in the summer of 2018 was very successful. The German ship Maria S. 

Merian is well-equipped with sonar instruments and other sensors to log the ships movement. 

The weather during the expedition was on average good resulting in little data quality loss. 

It is remarkable to see the results from the AUV which GEOMAR runs and the capability it 

offers for mapping. The vehicle scans the surface only few meters above it meaning the 

sound has to travel much shorter distance to the receiver. The AUV is also not effected by 

the same movements as a ship at the surface. The backscatter images produced by the AUV 

team are very unique with resolution of 50 cm. Unfortunately, the multibeam sonar data was 

not available for this study. The backscatter data (Fig 5.5 – 5.8) was very useful giving very 

good understanding on some features down at the bottom. No information was on hand about 

the conditions during the A8 – 2006 expedition. There some indications of weather influence 

in the data affecting some isolated parts of the map. 

The bathymetry maps made in this project are really good resulting in two maps (Fig 5.1 and 

5.2) in 20 and m 5 resolution. There are a few reasons for this difference the first is the 

instruments. The technology is constantly advancing and instruments are getting better and 

better in decreasing factors influencing the data quality. Second reason is that the area from 

MSM75 is smaller in size (Fig5.3) and in shallower depths and therefore easier to achieve 

higher resolution. The dataset from A8 – 2006 covers larger area with more variable depths.  

There is a minimal amount of gaps in the data from MSM75 and well possible to interpolate 

them to fill them up. However, the data from A8 – 2006 has few considerable large caps in 

it. One of which overlaps the data from MSM75 meaning that there is small area impossible 

to compare. Filling in these gaps means that the program in this case ArcMap calculated the 

likely hood of the topography from the sounding data. That means the data used to fill the 

caps in not fully accurate with accuracy decreasing with larger gaps. That is the main reason 

why the data was not interpolated firstly to maintain accuracy and secondly the data was 

treated with the same methodology. Therefore, the gaps in the MSM75 data was not 

interpolated even though the caps where considerably smaller            

DEMs are useful in many ways one of which is 3D modelling. The 3D models open up a 

new world when it comes to research of geological features and the topography in general. 

The future of 3D bathymetry is very exciting making the observer feel like he is present in 

the area even though its hundreds of m below the surface. For this paper 3D models (Fig 5.4) 

were used to define features and measurements   
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6.2 Geological features    

Geological features like faults and seamounts give a good indication on particular active 

area. To understand the density distribution of features like seamounts, faults and AVR’s, 

they need to be analysed in relation to each other. Mapping of faults can be a challenging 

thing in lower resolution maps, since only major faults are observed. This detailed map (Fig 

5.3) like that obtained in 2018 show more faults around Steinahóll than in southern parts of 

the study area, reflecting data resolution. 

Analysing from the shallow ridge area and down to deeper parts of it there are many 

geological phenomes indicating the sheer power of the planet. The area from -24.10 W, 

63.33N to -24.33W, 63.17N goes from shallow, 30 m, to deep, 300 m This area is unlike the 

rest of the study area. Sedimentation has buried the seamounts and visible faults cut some of 

them. One has drifted apart leaving half of the mountain left. Around the seamounts there 

are some formidable lava flows but it’s difficult to estimate how much they have been buried 

by sediments.  

Steinahóll (Fig 5.3) is located around -24.55W and 63,08N. Steinahóll is an AVR build up 

in fissure eruption within the plate boundary. The cental axis of Steinahóll rises highest about 

200 m from the surrounding seafloor that can be taken to indicate construction during a 

period of sustained volcanism. The depth around Steinahól ranges from about 200 m to 500 

m. Inward dipping normal faults flank Steinahól on either site. The whole area is volcanically 

very active as can be seen by lava flow fields flowing in all directions from Steinhóll. One 

of those lavas has flowed quite a distance to the west, presumably in a lava tube. There are 

number of seamounts around Steinahól ranging in size from small well rounded flat top 

mountains to large lava shields on the outskirts of the rift valley. Some of these mountains 

are faulted while and at least 10 have of the have formed calderas.  

Just south west of Steinahóll there is a quite large AVR (Fig 5.28) which is build-up of 

complex structures, the largest ones at the southern and southern end and a ridge between 

connecting these structures. This AVR is also the western flank of a small short graben which 

is cut by a major normal fault which is heading inwards to the axis.          

The southern part of the study area resembles the rift valley of the lower RR much better 

than the in the northern part around Steinahóll. Just like Steinahóll this area contains a lot of 

evidence of volcanic activity. Resting along the axis is the central volcano Njörður (Fig 5.8). 

Highest density of seamounts is a round Njörður (Fig 5.10) and most of them are formidable 

flat top mountains 

There are 4 identified AVRs (Fig 5.9) in the study area that fit the descriptions of 

Höskuldsson et al paper ranging from 4 – 10 km in length, most of them reaching around 3 

km in width but all of them rise at least 100 m above the surrounding seafloor. Only one of 

the AVRs shows signs of being covered by sediments and therefore inactive for a long 

period. By calculating the aspect ratio, it shows that the AVRs are all in the (<4) category 

meaning that flat top vents should be dominating at these AVRs and that is the indeed the 

case of AVR 2 (Fig 5.30 -5.34) has the highest aspect ratio, 2.8 and that is the only AVR 

with conical vents at the northern most end of it.      
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The seamounts in the study area range greatly in sizes and shapes from small flat top 

seamounts to large hummocky shields volcanos. The shield volcano that was mapped in the 

results chapter (Fig 5.24 – 5.28) is around 70 m high and around 3 km in diameter. The 

average area of the seamount foot was 1.5 km2. Overall flat topped seamounts are 

dominating within the area. (see Fig 5.11)  

The faults that where measured in the study area where all dipping inwards towards the axis. 

Fault throw was not measured precisely but in the larges faults vertical displacement was 

highest measured around 100 m and the longest fault was around 25 km in length. Faults 

that curved inward to the axis where also observed. The fault relief does not appear to 

decrease closer to Iceland but increase (Fig 5.10). There are at least two reason that may 

affect that first is that the study area is about 100 km in length, meaning it’s simply too short 

to observe any significant relief. But the factor causing the fault relief to increase closer to 

Iceland is most likely the data resolution. The difference in the resolution between the two 

datasets is 15 m. The area mapped on the MSM75 expedition yielded a map with 5 m 

resolution. That difference may cause smaller faults to be harder to detect in the older dataset 

from A8 – 2006.  

Many lava flows are observed in the study area, most likely pillow lava along with possible 

sheet flows. It can be difficult to identify sediment covered pillows from sheet flows. In the 

camera dives done in the MSM75 expedition no sheet flows where observed. Sheet flows 

were however observed but only in the working areas further south of the study area. This 

does not have to mean that there are no sheet flows in the study area but they are hard to 

distinguish. The pillow lava forming the shields resemble smooth pillows surfaces while 

around the AVRs the pillows tend to have rougher surface. By using the backscatter data 

from the AUV in MSM75 on lava flow was discovered to have been formed in two events 

(Fig 5.23). The backscatter clearly shows the sedimentations on the older thinner lava and 

the bright colours indication less sedimentation. The older lava flow also occurs smoother 

on the bathymetry map underlining the fact that sediments can the process of identifying 

between pillows difficult. That lava flow (Fig 5.16 – 5.22) is most likely formed with a 

fissure eruption.      Lava flow 1 (Fig 5.11 – 5.15) flows through a lava tube, were it ends the 

lava flows out, slowing down and allowing pillows to form   

The geological features result of this paper only scratch the surface of the entire area. There 

is much left to map out and study further. It would be very inserting to study the lava flows 

further by mapping out the photographs taken in the MSM75 expedition of lava to the surface 

they appear on, on the bathymetry map. It would also be very interesting to study Njörður 

further. Over all there is much left to do on the seafloor and many exciting possibilities that 

awaits.    
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6.3 DEM difference 

A large difference between the study areas was not expected to be observed between the 

study areas. There is a 12 years difference between the data sets which is extremely little 

time on geological time scale. Since the rift rate of RR is about 2 cm/year the area should 

not have rifted much more than 24 cm. That is too small of change to be detected so no 

changes derived from rifting were expected. The most likely form of change that could 

occurred in 12 years is faulting, depression and uplifting of land. The areas of greatest 

interest were the areas  

 

presenting the most activity, like where the highest amount of faulting or seamounts is 

present, and where earthquakes have been measured.  

Unfortunately, no earthquakes were measured within the comparison area between the 

measurements (Fig 5.39). Earthquakes are hard to detect so far away from any instruments 

so only earthquakes above magnitude of 3 where are measured in the datasets from IRIS 

database. So there are most likely majority of earthquakes that happened down there that are 

not seen here.  

So by looking at the results from aspect ratio (Fig 5.35 – 5.36). It’s clear that there is not any 

significant difference. There are lines resembling new faulting that can be seen but after 

taking closer look at them it’s clear that they are not caused by faulting. The cause for those 

lines is either based on environmental factors like tidal affects uplifting the area around 

particular ship track or possibly weather influences. This could likely be improved width 

better tidal calculations for that these particular ship tracks. These effects are rather minimal 

though and easy to account for in the comparison. Other than these errors there is no 

indications of any detectable change in the area caused by deformation.       

 The same counts for results in the slope measurements (Fig 5.37 -5.38). There is some 

difference visible in the slope degree but by looking closer into that this seems to be caused 

by difference in resolution that can be seen (Fig 5.52). With decreasing resolution surface 

features can be smoothed out causing it to yield lower slope value and that is what I interpret 

to be happening here. These lower resolution maps will then tend to return lower slope value 

than higher resolution (Fig 5.52). By looking at the Slope results for A8 – 2006 the highest 

value of slope degree is significantly lower or around 55° while the MSM 75 highest degree 

value is 76°. That is a difference of a 21° which is clearly enough to explain the visual 

difference in between the slope results.   By looking at the color scheme of the slope maps 

(Fig 5.37 -5.38) it’s clear that it has the same pattern but different degree scale. So from the 

slope results support the fact that there have been no changes in the area. 

The DEM difference calculations are a very good way to detect any changes in form of 

depression or uplifting. And by looking at the results from the difference calculations it 

appears to be some changes. By looking at the results for the 5m changes (Fig 5.40) there 

are 3 areas of particular interest. In two cases lines 2 and 3 (Fig 5.42 – 5.43) show uplifting 

and depression relationship. However, the difference is very minimal and the same goes for 

the line 1 (Fig 5.41).  
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The most likely range of uplifting and depression is likely in the ± 0 – 5 m range. That would 

represent about 42 cm/year change on average. It is but possible that it could be greater but 

the area of change decreases drastically between the ± 5m change and ± 25 m. To achieve 

25 m change in the 12 years than the average change would have to be around 83 cm/year at 

least and at most 2.1 m/year. That sort of uplifting and depression must be considered 

unlikely to have happened in this time scale but possible. Faulting events are known to be 

able to cause vertical and horizontal changes in topography ranging, depending in the 

magnitude the horizontal could range in m to km. and vertical changes or depression in cm 

to m. Looking at the map from the ± 5 – 20 m (Fig5.44) shows that most of the difference is 

bound to already existing faults. In the observed cases (Fig 5.45 – 5.49) which consider 

seamounts, ridges and faults shows that the change is most likely caused by the same factors 

as in ± 5 m. The cause is most likely caused by resolution changes and that is quite clear in 

the line 3 to 5 graphs see (Fig 5.47 - 5.49) Additional lines should be added tough over more 

faults to support that claim. 
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7 Conclusions  

The geodynamics is very diverse in the area, containing geothermal area and central volcano.  

Over all 540 faults, 86 seamounts and 4 AVRs where mapped and two lava flows. 4 features 

where mapped in detail. Further studies are needed to conclude how that compares with the 

rest of the RR.   

The faults observed in this paper where inward dipping normal faults, the strike and slip of 

the faults was not measured. Fault density is highest around Steinahóll. Younger volcanic 

activity seems to most common around Njörður. High density of little eroded seamounts 

around Njörður support that claim.                                     

Backscatter data is very useful to map lava flows and types of lava flows. It can be hard to 

determine the surface roughness on bathymetry map and in this case helped determine that 

one lava flow that seemed uniform at first was formed in two volcanic events. It helps to 

distinguish outlines and to scale sedimentations on lava flows.    

There is still a lot to be mapped in further detail within this area especially lava flows. Further 

mapping of faults such as strike and slip is also needed. Size and volumes of seamounts 

would also be an interesting future topic. Along with comparison of areas already mapped 

and the rest of the working areas from MSM75. 

There is no significant difference between the datasets and therefore is conclude that no 

volcanic eruptions or faulting has occurred nor uplifting or depression. To support that claim 

even better more difference profile graphs should be taken over the area.  

The quality between data sets matter greatly in DEM comparisons and needs to bet taken 

into account when DEM changes area calculated. It can be challenging comparing data with 

15 m resolution difference especially if the changes area small. Therefore, it’s possible that 

very small changes were not detected. 
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Appendix E MSM75 Aspect ratio 
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Appendix F A8-2006 slope ratio 
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